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and
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Exmples represented ofhowsyme~ breting enters into consideration of the physical

properties of magnetic surfaces and ultrathin films. The role of magnetic anisotropy is

discussed to understand: (i) the existence of two-dimensional (2D) magnetic long-ranged

order at finite temperature, (ii) magnetization scaling behavior at the Curie transition, (iii) the

2D spin reorientation transition, and (iv) step-induced magnetic behavior. Experimental

examples cited include ultrathin magnetic Fe and Co overlayer and wedge structures grown

onto single crystal subtrates that are either flat or curved to produce vicinal surfaces with a

continuous gradient in the step density. Also included is an example of an atomically flat

manganite intergrowth that appears as a stacking fault in a bulk single crystal of a naturally

layered structure.

*
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I. Overview

The limiting thicknessof an ultrathin magnetic fti is a twodmensional (2D) magnetic sheet.

k practice such fti can be grown epitially onto single-crysti substrates, or can appear as

inclusions or intergrowths in naturally layered swcmres. AXIissue of interest is hat ~ 2D it is

well known theoretically that there is no long-range order (LRO) at finite temperature for the

isotropic Heisenberg model. Thus, it is the presence of anisotropy that serves as the symmetry

breaking element that permits ferromagnetic order to be observed experimentally. Examples are

presented in the present work to highlight the richness of phenomena encountered in quasi-2D

magnetic systems. ti Sec. II(a) the appearance of ferromagnetic LRO and its scaling properties

are considered for epitaxial overlayers of Fe. In Sec. II(b) the 2D spin-reorientation transition

is introduced experimentally as a phase transition driven by the change in the dominant

magnetic anisotropy with fdm thickness. In Sec. II(c) the unusual example of uhraflat

ferromagnetic inclusions in naturally layered manganites is considered where ftite-size effects

might play a role in the symmetry breaking process. Finally, in Sec. II(d) the example of

ultrathin films grown on substrates with a gradient in atomic step density is considered, where

the steps act as the symmetry breaking features that control the magnetic state of the system.

II. Discussion of Results

(a) Two dimensional magnetic phase transition

In a two-dimension (2D) system, it is well known from the Merrnin-Wagner theorem’

that a Heisenberg system does not have long-range magnetic order at ftite temperature. Since

a real experimental system always possesses magnetic anisotropy energy, an interesting

question is what is the effect of the magnetic anisotropy on the magnetic long-range order and

the magnetic phase transition? The simplest form of magnetic anisotropy is uniaxial anisotropy

for which there is a special direction for the electron spins. Uniaxial anisotropy cannot exist in

bulk materials with cubic symmetry, but can exist at a thin-fdm surface due to the broken
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translational symmetry

magnetic anisotropy is

inthe surface normal direction. The next higher-order term in the

proportional to the fourth power of the magnetization and is usually

referred to as the volume anisotropy. A 2D magnetic thin fti with cubic symmetry should

belong to one of two classes: (1) if a uniaxial anisotropy is present, then the system is

described by a Heisenberg model plus the uniaxial anisotropy; or (2) if the magnetization is in

the fti plane but there is no in-plane uniaxial anisotropy, then the system is described by an

XY model plus a volume anisotropy. For the first film class, Bander and Mills showed2 that

the uniaxial anisotropy stabilizes the magnetic long-range order and makes the magnetic phase

transition 2D Ising-like. For the second fti class, however, JOS6et al. showed3 that the

quadratic anisotropy will result in a non-universal transition.

Experimental investigations of 2D magnetic phase transitions usually measure the

temperature dependence of the magnetization to determine a critical exponent ~ by the power

law: M(T) - (l-T/T@. Examples of systems studied include Fe/Au(100)~ Fe/Pd( 100),5

Fe/Ag(l 11),6 Co/Cu(l 11),7 Ni/Cu(100),8 Ni/Cu(l 11)? Ni/W(l 10),’0 and Tb/W(l 10).l’ It is

interesting to note that the ~ values determined usually fall into two groups: one has ~ close to

the 2D Ising value of 1/8, and the other has ~ close to the value 1/4. Almost all films in the

&l/8 group have either a perpendicular magnetic anisotropy or an in-plane uniaxkd

anisotropy, and therefore, belong to the first class of films mentioned above. Films in the

@l/4 group belong without exception, according to our knowledge, to the second fti class.

In this section, we present two examples of the first fti class. In Sec. 3 we discuss an

example illustrating the second class.

The two systems of the fwst type studied are Fe/Ag(100) and Fe(l 10)/Ag(l 11).

Fe/Ag(100) has a perpendicular easy magnetization axis in the ultrathin regime’2, and

Fe( 110)/Ag(111) has in-plane magnetization with an in-plane surface anisotropy. In addition,

the Fe/Ag system has two advantages: (i) Fe and Ag are immiscible, which inhibits alloying

and interdifl%sion at the interface, and yields a thermally reversible magnetization, and (ii) the
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d-electrons of Fe hybridize weakly with the sp-valence electrons ofAg,’3 so that ultrathin

of Fe on Ag form an almost ideal 2D ferromagnetic system.

Sample prepmation is always important in surface science and is presented briefly

fk

here.

The Ag( 100) substrate was mechanically polished (Alz03 powder) to a 0.05 ILfinish, and then

chemically polished with a cotton swab soaked in a solution of saturated chromicacidand -1 YO

hydrochloric acid, and then rinsed in water.’4 The substrate was then ultrasonically cleaned in

methanol before its introduction into the ultra-high vacuum (UHV) chamber. Finally the

surface was cleaned in UHV by cycles of 2keV A@ ion sputtering and annealing at -700 OC.

The Ag(l 11) substrate was prepared by depositing -1000 ~ of Ag onto mica held at 450 K.

The Fe film was grown onto the Ag(100) substrate at room temperature, and on Ag(l 11) at

450 K. The evaporation rate was typically -0.6 &min and was measured by a quartz thickness

monitor. The magnetic properties of the films were studied in situ by means of the surface

magneto-optic Kerr effect (SMOKE) technique using a He-Ne laser as the light source. The

magnetic field was applied either perpendicular (polar) or parallel (longitudinal) to the fti

plane’5to generate magnetic hysteresis loops.

Figure 1 shows hysteresis loops taken at different temperatures for a 2.5 monolayer

(ML) Fe fdm grown on Ag( 100). At low temperature, the loop is relatively square and has

almost full remanence, indicating a well established spontaneous magnetization. As the

temperature is increased, the remanence decreases and finally disappears above the Curie

temperature Tc. To study the magnetic phase transition, we recorded the magnetic remanence

for two Fe fdms (2.5 and 2.7 ML) as a function of temperature near Tc. The results are

plotted in Fig. 2(a). It is obvious that the magnetization undergoes a second-order phase

transition upon increasing temperature. Since the Kerr intensity is proportional to the

magnetization, M, we can fit our data to the power law M(T)-( l-T/T@ in the vicinity of Curie

temperature with Tc and the effective value of ~ as fitting parameters. To explore the power

law further, we made a log-log plot of the rernanent magnetization and reduced temperature 1-
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T/Tc [Fig. 2(b)]. The straight line in Fig. 2(b) depicts the power law, and the slope yields

~=0.124M1002 in good agreement with the 2D Ising critical value of 1/8. The fitting results

give Tc values -3-5~0 that are lower than the temperature at which the remanence vanishes.

The existence of a tail above Tc is frequently encountered in magnetic fti studies and is

attributed to a finite-size effect. ‘b This effect limits the divergence of the correlation length and

results in a tail above TC by an amount AT~c-a/Z, where a and 1are the lattice parameter and

the lateral coherence length of the film, respectively. Therefore a 3-5% tail above Tc implies a

finite size of 1-100 ~, which is in accord with expectation for a typical terrace size for a metallic

surface. In addition, the fact that 1is much greater than the Fe film thickness ensures the 2D

nature of the magnetic phase transition. Similar results were also obtained for the

Fe( 110)/Ag(l 11) system [Fig. 3(a) and 3(b)]. The slope of the log-log plot in that case yields

~=0. 137, again very close to the 2D Ising value of 1/8. Therefore, we can conclude that the

magnetic phase transition in thin films with uniaxial magnetic anisotropy belongs to the 2D

Ising universality class.

(b) Spin reorientation transition

For a thin fdm with perpendicular magnetic surface anisotropy, the magnetization can

be perpendicular to the film below a critical fdm thickness dR or below a critical temperature

TR, but parallel to the film surface above dR or TR. This directional switching of the

magnetization is called a spin reorientation transition (SRT). The driving force for the 2D SRT

is the competition between the perpendicular surface anisotropy, which is inversely

proportional to the film thickness, and the volume-type shape anisotropy, which is independent

of film thickness. At the critical point dR or TR, these two types of anisotropies compensate so

that the SRT occurs. Research on the 2D SRT was originally motivated again by the Mermin-

Wagner theorem. If the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy stabilizes the magnetic long-range order

(LRO) in a 2D Heisenberg system, an interesting question is what happens to the LRO at the

SRT point where the effective anisotropy vanishes due to cancellation between the surface and
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shape contributions? Early theoretical studies’ 7 suggested that in the vicinity of TR there is a

region in temperature ATR wherein the magnetic LRO is lost. Experimentally, Pappas et al.

investigated Fe/Cu( 100)’8 and Fe/Ag(100)19 by means of spin-polarized secondary-electron

spectroscopy and, indeed, reported the existence of such a temperatm interval, but their value

of ATR was an order of magnitude larger than predicted. We investigated the Fe/Ag( 100)

system using SMOKE. Our sensitivity pemiitted us to identify detailed features within a

pseudo gap region encompassing ATR.

The Fe fti for this example was grown into a wedge shape (with slopes of 0.2-0.5

MI.Anrn) with the gradient along the [001]. Wedge structures readily permit thickness

dependence to be monitored in a controlled and continuous fashion. The method used to

create the wedge was to translate the Ag substrate behind a knife-edge shutter during fti

growth. The slope of the wedge is controlled by the evaporation rate and by the substrate

translational speed. The magnetic properties of the films were investigated in situ by means of

SMOKE measurements with the external magnetic field either perpendicular (polar) or parallel

(longitudinal) to the film pkme.20 The laser beam was focused onto the sample. to a spot size

of -0.2 mm. Thus, the thickness variation due to the wedge slope is only -0.04-0.1 ML

within the laser spot; so the thickness within the laser spot is virtually uniform.

SMOKE results are shown in Fig. 4. Figure 4(a) illustrates the perpendicular magnetic

remanence (MJ determined from the polar signal, and the parallel rernanence (M//) determined

from the longitudinal signal, for a 6-ML Fe film at different temperatures. Figure 4(b) contains

data at room temperature for different Fe film thicknesses. The SRT can be clearly seen as a

function of both temperature and thickness. At low temperature or low thickness, ML remains

at its saturation value. At high temperature or large thickness, M// retains its saturation value.

In the SRT region (AT and Ad in Fig. 4), M is greatly suppressed from its saturation value.

This region is similar to that observed in Fe/Cu(100) and Fe/Ag( 100) by Pappas et al.g’g But

the significant difference is that M is not zero in this region. We identi@ this region (and that
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of Pappas et al.g by implication) as not being associated with a IOSS of LRO, but as a pseudo

gap which possesses a complex magnetic structure.

The formation of magnetic domains within the psudo-gap region provides a possible

explanation for the suppression of M but without a loss of magnetic LRO. Yafet and Gyorgy

recognized that in a 2D Heisenberg system with uniaxial anisotropy the formation of shipe

domains is favored over the single domain structure. The mechanism for the formation of the

strip domains involves the competition between the dipole interaction and the short-range

exchange interaction’. The dipole interaction can be decomposed in short- and long-range

parts; the short-range part gives rise to the familiar shape anisotropy. The size of the stripe

domains depends critically on the strength of the long-range part. Only near the SRT, where

the magnetic surface anisotropy compensates the short-range part of the dipole interaction

(shape anisotropy), can micron-size strip domains be formed as a result of the long-range part

of the dipole interaction. Erickson and Mills 22reached a similar conclusion by examining the

behavior of 2D spin-wave excitations under the influence of the dipole interaction. Stripe

domains are a ID ordered state which should not be stable against quantum fluctuations.

Indeed, Kashuba and Pokrovsky 23found that stripe domain structure is equivalent to a 2D

liquid crystal system which has orientation order but no spatial order. Allenspach and

Bischo~4 applied the SEMPA technique to the Fe/Cu( 100) system and observed that the single

domain structure of the film breaks into stripe domains (- lpm size) in the SRT region, and the

the stripe domains are randomly distributed in space, but with orientation order.

(c) Manganite intergrowths

Doped manganite oxides have recently gained attention due to interest in the property of

colossal magnetoresistance (CMR). CMR occurs in many of these materials in the vicinity of

their Curie transition, which is also where they undergo a metal-insulator transition. At low

temperature they are ferromagnetic metals and at elevated temperatures they are polaronic



insulators. While many of these manganites are bulk perovskite-based crystals with relatively

high Curie temperatures, i.e. Lal-XSrxMnO~,some of the more intriguing challenges arise in

naturally layered variants of the Ruddlesden-Popper series which have substantially lower

Curie temperatures for similar doping levels, such as in the SrO(Lal.xSrXMnOJ)2bilayer

structure which is separated by SrO barrier layers. In these layered systems, similar to naturally

layered cuprate and ruthenate structures, occasional stacking faults can introduce inclusions

also termed intergrowths which have larger values of n than the host material. The value n=5

intergrowths have been identified in the bilayer system referred to above.zs Such a system is of

particular interest to the surface magnetism community because in the temperature interval that

is above the Curie temperature of the host material but below the Curie temperature of the

intergrowth, an atomically flat 2D ferromagneticinclusion is present. In the previous section it

was already noted that a terrace length of 100 ~ is a typically coherence value for a 2D fdm that

is artificially grown. The intergrowth can have significantly superior lateral smoothness and

coherency.

In Fig. 5 we examine the magnetization of SrO(Lal.XSrXMnOq)2for x=O.4 in the vicinity of the

Curie transition associated with the intergrowths. The intergrowth magnetization represents

only a fraction of 1% of the total magnetization of that the host material develops below its bulk

Curie temperature. The easy axis is in the plane of the layering of the structure. The effective

magnetization exponent ~ is 0.25~0.02, in accord for expectation for the second type of film

class introduced above. This value has been identified with 2D systems for which the

magnetization is in plane, but for which there is no uniaxial anisotropy present. This ~=0.25

behavior does not correspond theoretically to that for any know universality class, but a value

of~of-0.231 has been determined recently for the finite-size 2D XY model.2b The finite size

in that case is the symmetry-breaking feature that permits magnetic LRO to be established at

ftite temperature. It is intriguing to associate the experimental intergrowth value of 0.25 with

this theoretical model, but a word of caution must be inserted. The experimental transition is
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quite significantly broadened (see Fig. 5 inset) as might be expected from, say, compositional

variations. Thus, we leave this topic with the thought that verifying theory always requires

dialogue. Our point is not to claim verification, but to open a creative dialogue.

(d) Step-induced magnetic anisotropy

The magnetic anisotropy ener~ originates from the spin-orbit interaction27and can be

expressed as:

E=
G

K&l#~ +
&

K@.#lau&u~ + “““ (1)
9

where ua is the cx-th component of the magnetization vector, and Ka~ and Ka(jY6 me the

anisotropy constants. Although the anisotropy constants depend in detail on the band

structure, the functional form of the .aisotropy in eqn. (1) depends only on the lattice

symmetry. For example, the anisotropy energy in a lattice with cubic symmetry must take the

form

(-E = K U:U:+ L@; + L@;
) (2)

regardless of the value of the anisotropy constant K. If the translation symmetry of the lattice

is broken along one direction, then a square-term uniaxial anisotropy will be generated. Since

the translation symmetry is usually broken at the surface of a crystal, the square term

anisotropy is often termed the surface anisotropy, and takes the following form.

Es= K$u: + K#; (3)

where z is the surface normal direction and x is one principal axis in the plane of the surface.

Based on a symmetry argument, it can be shown that K~Pwill vanish if the surface normal is

an n-fold rotation axis with n>2 .28 Thus the in-plane surface anisotropy cannot exist in

triangular or square 2D lattices. Understanding the functional form of the magnetic anisotropy

and its relation to the lattice symmetry is a very important issue. There is experimental evidence

for the existence of an intrinsic relationship between the magnetic anisotropies along different

crystalline orientations.29There have also been efforts30~31to construct functional forms for the
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magnetic anisotropy under different circumstances. Knowledge about the role of symmetry-

breaking in the magnetic anisotropy is very limited. It is not even clear to what extent N6el’s

pair-bonding mode132correctly describes the functional form of the magnetic anisotropy.

To gain a deeper understanding of the magnetic anisotropy, we used stepped surfaces

to explore the role of lattice symmetry-breaking. For a ( 100) surface of an fcc or bcc lattice,

the four-fold rotation symmetry of the surface prohibits the existence of an in-plane, tmiaxial

magnetic anisotropy. Well-defined nanometer-sized atomic steps on the (100) surface,

however, could break the four-fold rotation symmetry at step edges and induce a uniaxial

anisotropy within the fdm plane. Since the degree of symmetry-breaking depends on step-

density, an investigating of the relation between step-induced anisotropy and step density is

needed. Experimentally, atomic steps can be created on a surface by cutting a crystal with a

small vicinal angle. If the lattice constant in the normal direction is a and the vicinal angle is et,

the step terrace length is L-a/(x. Thus, a few degrees of vicinal angle creates nanometer-sized

atomic steps. In fact, this type of step-induced magnetic anisotropy was reported in several

systems. 33!34~35?3bIn these studies, the vicinal angle was fixed so that the relation between the

step-induced anisotropy and step density was not explored. To obtain such a relation, many

samples with different vicinal angles would be needed. However, it is very difficult

experimentally to prepare multiple samples under identical conditions. To overcome this

difficulty we used a curved substrate where the curved shape provides a continuous change of

the vicinal angle. The magnetic properties of the fdms were measured by the SMOKE

technique. As the SMOKE laser beam scans across the sample to measure the hysteresis

loops, its reflection angle simultaneously determines the local vicinal angles at different

positions along the substrate. Therefore, the relation between the step-induced anisotropy and

step density can be obtained systematically from a single curved substrate.

We discuss results for three representative systems: Fe/W(OOl), Co/Cu(OOl) and

Fe/Pd(OOl). In Fe/W and Fe/Pal, the steps are parallel to the [100] direction of the Fe. In



Co/Cu, the steps are parallel to the [110] direction of the CO. The SMOKE laser beam of -0.3

mm diameter would cover -0.70 of vicinal angle, but a narrow slit placed in the reflection path

improved the angular resolution to -0.2°. The magnetization is in the fti plane for all three

systems, thus only longitudinal hysteresis loops are reported. Figure 6 shows hysteresis loops

for a 2-ML Fe film grown on stepped W(OO1) at 4.70 vicinal angle. The stepped Fe film

shows a square loop with - 100% remanence for the magnetic field parallel to the step edges,

and two split subloops with zero remanence for the field perpendicular to the step edges. This

behavior indicates that the atomic steps indeed induce an in-plane, uniaxial magnetic anisotropy

with the easy magnetization axis perpendicular to the step edges. The easy axis of the step-

induced anisotropy depends on the physical system. While the Fe/W(OO1)37and Fe/Pd(OO1)38

systems have their easy axis perpendicukw to the step edges, the Co/Cu(OO1)39 and

Fe/Ag(OOl)40 systems have their easy axis parallel to the step edges. Nevertheless, the

splitting field Hs, as defined in Fig. 6 for the hard-axis loop, is proportional to the strength of

the step-induced anisotropy. Figure 7 shows the relation between H~ and the vicinal angle a

(which is proportional to the step density) for the three systems. Fitting H~-c@ (the solid lines

in Fig. 7) yields an exponent n=2 for the Fe/W system, but n= 1 for the Co/Cu and Fe/Pal

systems. To understand why there are different dependence of HS on ct from different

systems, one has to examine how the symmetry of the lattice at the step edges is broken for bcc

and fcc structures. In the N6el pair-bonding mode141,the magnetic anisotropy is generated by

the nearest-neighbor bonds. For bcc and fcc lattices, there is no uniaxial anisotropy because

contributions from all nearest-neighbor bonds cancel out the square-term anisotropy. At the

step edges, however, the missing atoms break this cancellation so that uniaxial anisotropy will

be manifest.

For a bcc lattice with steps parallel to the [100] direction, the anisotropy due to the

missing atoms should have the form E.= - (K/L) uquC, where L is the terrace length, u is the

unit vector of the magnetization M, and & q and ~ are the [100], [010] and [001] axes,
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respectively. For an fcc lattice with steps parallel to the [1TO] direction, the anisotropy due to

( )
K 24+ 3u~+ 2&.#c ,the missing atoms has the form Ed= – ~ where &=[l IO] ,

q=[l 10] and ~=[001]. Note that the normal direction (z axis) of the stepped surface makes a

small vicinal angle u to the [001] axis (so that@ lIL). The crystal gq~-frame of reference has

to be transformed from u<= u=, ~ = U}cosct+ u$irm, and UC=– uYsinot+ UZCOSCX,into to the

film xyz-frarne with the x- and y-axes in the fdm plane parallel and perpendicular to the step

edges, respectively. The anisotropy (for small a) transforms to

Ea=-
( ) ( )

K owYuz– cx2u~+ ct2u~ for a bcc lattice, and l?== - K 2cw~+ 3cw~+2fia UYUZfor an

fcc lattice. Therefore the in-plane, step-induced anisotropy (UZ= O) is Ed= Kct2uj for the bcc

case, and 1?.= – 2Kctu~ for fee. This provides an explanation for why Fe/W and Co/Cu

exhibit quadratic and linear ct-dependences, respectively, for their step-induced anisotropies.

The most interesting result is the linear dependence in Fe/Pal system. Fe has a bcc structure but

Pd has an fcc structure. It was shown that the Pd at the interface of FeiPd is ferromagnetic due

to the Fe spin polarization.42~43 Since Pd has a much stronger spin-orbit interaction than Fe,

the Pd is expected to dominate the magnetic anisotropy in the Fe/Palsystem. We believe that is

why the Fe/stepped Pd(OO1) system exhibits an et-linear dependence of the step-induced

anisotropy as for an fcc lattice.

II. Afterword

The present work highlighted examples of magnetic surface and interracial phenomena that

involves symmetry breaking as a key element. The symmetry breaking either permits phase

transitions to occur at ftite temperature or gives rise to magnetic anisotropies that govern the

physical chmacteristics of the system. Diverse examples are used to illustrate specific effects.

In each case the examples are taken from prior work by the present authors. The Curie

transition and the 2D spin reorientation transition are considered for ferromagnetic overlayers

and wedge-shaped structures in the presence of surface magnetic anisotropy. The
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magnetization of an unusual 2D inclusion in the bulk of a na~~y laye~ ~gtite crystal is

presented. Step-induced magnetic anisotropy is explored on novel curved crystal substrates tit

possess a continuous gradient in atomic step density. These topics m meant to st,i.muIatc

awareness of the opportunities to study different symmetry crossings in 2D magnetic systems.
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Figure Captions:

Fig. l: Hysteresis loops ofa2.5~Fe filmon Ag(Wl)at different temWra~es.

Fig. 2. (a) Themagnetic remanencesofa 2.5 MLanda 2.7 ML Fe ftion Ag(100) as a

Fig.3.

Fig. 4,

Fig. 5

function of temperature. (b) Log-log plot of M VS l-T/Tc. The solid lines depict the

theoretical fitting of a power law: M(T)-(1-T/Tc)~, where TC and ~ are fitting

parameters for the Curie temperature and the critical exponent, respectively.

(a) The magnetic remanences of 1.8, 1.9, and 2.0 ML Fe films on Ag(ll 1) as a

function of temperature. (b) Log-1og plot of M us l-T/Tc. The solid lines depict the

theoretical fitting of a power law: M(T)-(1-T/Tc)P, where Tc and f) are fitting

parameters for the Curie temperature and the critical exponent, respectively.

The perpendicular and parallel components of the remanent magnetization (a) for a 6.0

ML Fe on Ag( 100) vs T, and (b) for different Fe film thicknesses at room temperature.

AT and Ad define the pseudo gap of the spin-reorientation transition.

The magnetization for a trace 2D intergrowth inclusion in a bulk single crystal of the

bilayer manganite SrO(Lal.XSrXMnOg)2for x=O.4.

Fig.6. Hysteresis loops for a 2-ML Fe film grown on a 4.70 rniscut stepped W(OO1)surface.

The square loop is for H perpendicular to the step edges and the split loop is for H

parallel to the step edges.

Fig. 7. Hs (from Fig. 6) vs. vicinal angle u for (a) Fe/W(OOl), (b) Co/Cu(OOl), and (c)

Fe/Pd(OOl). The solid lines are results of a power-law fitting yielding a quadratic

relation between H~and cxfor the Fe/W system, but a linear relation for the Co/Cu and

Fe/Pal systems.
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